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Agenda 
• Quick look at Somali piracy 
• Current naval mandate  
• DES approach to modeling piracy 





• Somali piracy has plagued the international 
community for over 6 years 
• Pirates have continuously adapted to naval 
tactics, with a steadily growing “reach” 
 
• Are current naval patrols effective?  
• What should the mission objectives of the  
combined navies be?   
 
Goal of Research 
• Provide insight on: 
– More effective naval patrol strategies, 
– cost savings,  and 
– transition to an inter-agency training mission. 
 
• Recommend a more effective naval mandate 
Main Take Away 
 
 
• All work is open-source, cumulative, and built 
by NPS students and staff! 
Motivation 
• Over 25 deaths and 1,120 hostages in past 2 years 
• Estimated cost of piracy $13–19B in past 2 years 
– Oceans Beyond Piracy independent report 
• “Somali pirates now operate in a total sea space 
of approximately 2.5 million square nautical miles 
… There is just too much water to patrol.”  
–  Andrew J. Shapiro  Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Political-Military Affairs 
 
• Personal naval career experience 
 
Brief Overview on  
Somali Piracy 
History of Piracy 
All pirates need: 
• Ungoverned land for operating base 
• Ungoverned territorial seas  
• Access to boats, arms, and manpower 
• Access to shipping lanes 
 
Somali Piracy “Reach” 
Somali Piracy: Economics 
Cost of Re-Routing Merchant Traffic 
Tankers Bulk Carriers Total Cost of Re-routing 
Scenario 1 50% 50% ~ $486 Million 
Scenario 2 70% 70% ~ $680 Million 
Cost of Increased Speed of Merchants 
Region Distance Avg. optimal speed Increased Speeds 
Indian Ocean ~ 1600 nm 12 knots 13 knots 
GOA/NE Somalia ~ 1500 nm 12 knots 18 knots 
Cost of Counter-Piracy Military Efforts 
Admin Cost ~ $21,900,000 
Military Vessel Costs ~ $959,909,772 
Cost of UAVs ~ $291,456,238 
Source: The Economic Cost of Piracy 2011 
  Somali Piracy: The Human Cost 
Year Total Incidents Actual 
Hijackings 
Deaths Ransoms  
Paid 
2010 219 48 8 $5.4 Million 
2011 237 28 15 $155 Million 
Source: The Economic Cost of Piracy 2011 
The Navy’s Mission 
CTF-151 Mission Mandate 
 
 
“…actively Deter, Disrupt, and Suppress piracy 
in order to protect global maritime security and 
secure freedom of navigation for the benefit of 
all nations. “ 
  
EU Unit INCHOP at 
1700Z Start west 1100Z 
Start west 0400Z 









Naval Forces IRTC 
Coverage 
TF 465 = EUNAVFOR 
Operation ATALANTA 
 
TF 508 = Standing NATO 
Maritime Group 
CMF 
Using helo or SCAN EAGLE UAV 
to conduct 
 ISR of pirate camps, pirated 




IRTC - Primarily a Defensive 
Operation – Intel assisted but 
not led.   
Complex interactions with 
other organizations and 
independent nations 
EU: WFP and 
AMISOM escort 




• Allow safe transit around Horn of Africa 
 
• Aid and protect mariners 
 
• Respond to major regional crisis 
 
Measure of Effectiveness (MOEs) 
• Pirates detected  by Navy / pirates departed  
 
• Successful merchant transits / merchant transits 
 
• Attempted attacks / pirates departed  
 
• Hijacks / attempted attacks 
Measures of Performance (MOPs) 
• Consecutive days without an attack 
 
• Naval response time to disrupt attack 
 
 
Discrete Event Simulation and  
Event Graph Methodology 
PirateMoverManager 
Tools 
• Simkit (create Discrete Event Simulation models) 
• Viskit (visual programming tool to create, run and analyze Simkit models) 
• Diskit (adds the IEEE Distributed Interactive Simulation  protocol to Simkit models) 
• X3D (3D models archive using  international standard for Web) 
• SAVAGE Studio (drag+drop scenario authoring tool that uses the Savage model 
archives to generate Viskit simulation scenarios) 
• MMOWGLI (message-based game to encourage innovative thinking and action 
plan creation) 
 
All this work is open-source, cumulative, and  




Scenarios of Interest 
• Transit lane patrol 
• Close to shore operations 




• Any more ideas?  Let use know at: 
 https://mmowgli.nps.edu/piracy 
               Example 
   Conclusions 
• Counter-piracy effectiveness can be modeled 
• Crowd sourcing can help focus on the right 
problems, if well designed 
• Higher-level problems have the potential for 
higher levels of impact 
• Open-source work is repeatable and growable 
 





Transit Lane Patrol 
